Q & A’s for Media
1. How does Move Over Slow Drivers® (MOSD®) work?


A “MOSD User” downloads the MOSD App onto their smart phone.



The cell phone is placed in a car vent holder.



When users see a dangerous situation on the highway, they activate the MOSD App by
voice command.



The MOSD App records the dangerous situation, the license plate of the offending car, the
date, the speed and the GPS coordinates (without the knowledge of the dangerous driver)
and immediately forwards the data to a Clearinghouse for real-time dispatch.



After review by the Clearinghouse, if warranted, the recorded video is immediately sent to
law enforcement or a related agency. (State Highway Patrol, Traffic Enforcement Office in
the appropriate district, etc.)



The Law Enforcement Agency will make the decision if immediate action is needed or if
the violating driver will be issued a warning or ticket.



The Clearinghouse will forward appropriate information to licensed third parties on a
periodical basis. (Insurance Companies, Attorneys, etc.)

2. What is the setup cost and fees for Traffic Authorities?
There are never any setup costs or fees to the authorities.

3. How will the third parties use this information?
The third parties will use the information, as they wish. For example, Law Enforcement may
issue warnings or tickets, Insurance Companies may use the information to reduce or
increase their rates, Highway and Transportation Authorities may use the information for
setting speed limits, Attorneys may use the information for court cases, etc.

3. Should I feel guilty about being a Big Brother and reporting dangerous drivers?
Absolutely not – Saving lives and injuries should be everyone’s priority!
4. If I’m not driving the violating car, could I be issued the warning or ticket?
Similar to red light and toll violations, the warnings or tickets will be issued to the owner of
the vehicle. Since the warning or ticket will have the location, date and time on it, the
owner will know who was driving their vehicle at the time.
7. What are some violations that MOSD can capture?


Drunk driving



Capturing accidents caused by a driver committing multiple infractions of the law



Drivers racing each other in and out of traffic



Consistently dangerous moves by a driver for a multitude of reasons



Road rage where one driver is threatening danger to another driver



School bus infractions



Motorcycles dangerously weaving in and out of traffic



Tailgating drivers



Slow drivers in the fast lane



Failure to move over for a stopped police or emergency vehicle



Texting while driving



Running of red lights, etc.



Shooter situations

8. Will Move Over Slow Drivers be available in standard cars?
We believe that once the Smart Phone Processing System is popular, it will lead the way
to the Vehicle Processing System, which will be installed at the time of manufacturing by
an OEM (Original Equipment Manufacturer) or by Retrofit in an auto repair shop, car
dealership, etc.
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